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SYNOPSIS

A power couple within the Danish gourmet scene run the popular restaurant Malus in Copenhagen. The couple is willing to sacrifice everything to achieve their dream — getting the coveted Michelin star. Directed by Christoffer Boe, co-written by Tobias Lindholm and Christoffer Boe. Starring Katrine Greis-Rosenthal and Nikolaj Coster-Waldau (Game of Thrones).
ABOUT THE CAST

NIKOLAJ COSTER-WALDAU – Carsten
Nikolaj Coster-Waldau (born 27 July 1970) is a Danish actor, producer and screenwriter. He graduated from the Danish National School of Theatre in Copenhagen in 1993. Coster-Waldau's breakthrough performance in Denmark was his role in the film Nightwatch (1994). Since then, he has appeared in numerous films in his native Scandinavia and Europe in general, including Headhunters (2011) and A Thousand Times Good Night (2013).

In the United States, his debut film role was in the war film Black Hawk Down (2001), playing Medal of Honor recipient Gary Gordon. He then played Detective John Amsterdam in the short-lived Fox television series New Amsterdam (2008), as well as appearing as Frank Pike in the 2009 Fox television film Virtuality, originally intended as a pilot. He became widely known for his role as Jaime Lannister in the HBO fantasy series Game of Thrones, for which he received a Primetime Emmy Award nomination for Outstanding Supporting Actor in a Drama Series in 2018. He is a UNDP Goodwill Ambassador, drawing attention to critical issues such as gender equality and climate change.

KATRINE GREIS-ROSENTHAL – Maggie
Katrine Greis-Rosenthal, born Murholt Rosenthal, is a Danish stage and screen actress, known for A Fortunate Man (2018) and The Command (2018). She studied at The Danish National School of Performing Arts from 2008-2012.
ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS

CHRISTOFFER BOE – Director/Co-Writer

Director Christoffer Boe graduated from the Danish Film School in 2001. He is one of the heavyweights in Danish film, having directed a wide range of both critically acclaimed films, including RECONSTRUCTION (2003) which won the Golden Camera and Prix Regards Jeune at Cannes Film Festival, and box office hits such as THE PURITY OF VENGEANCE (2018). The second season of his TV-series FACE TO FACE (2019, 2021) just released in Denmark.

Christoffer Boe Filmography:

2021 A Taste of Hunger
2018 The Purity of Vengeance
2018 Warrior
2017 The Journey
2013 Sex, Drugs & Taxation
2011 Beast
2010 Everything Will Be Fine
2006 Offscreen
2005 Allegro
2003 Reconstruction

TOBIAS LINDHOLM – Co-Writer

Tobias Lindholm has enjoyed a long collaboration as a screenwriter with Thomas Vinterberg. Aside from Another Round (2020), Lindholm also co-wrote The Commune (2016), The Hunt (2013), and Submarino (2010). More recently, Lindholm wrote and directed the limited TV-series The Investigation, which will premiere this fall on Denmark's TV2. In 2017, Lindholm wrote and directed several episodes of the American Netflix Mindhunter, in close collaboration director and producer David Fincher. Tobias Lindholm has also had success as a writer on several Danish TV-series, including seasons 1 and 2 of Borgen (2010-2011), which won the BAFTA for Best International TV-series. Tobias Lindholm was trained as a screenwriter at the Danish Film School, graduating in 2007. He has written and directed the award-winning R (2012), A Hijacking (2012), and A War (2015), which was nominated for an Academy Award for Best Foreign Film.
CREDITS

CAST:
KATRINE GREIS-ROSENTHAL - Maggie
NIKOLAJ COSTER-WALDAU - Carsten
CHARLIE GUSTAFSSON - Frederik
FLORA AUGUSTA - Chloe
AUGUST CHRISTIAN VINKEL - August
NICOLAS BRO - Torben
MAJ-BRITT MATHIESEN - Pia
DAG MALMBERG - Stellan

Director CHRISTOFFER BOE

Screenplay TOBIAS LINDHOLM & CHRISTOFFER BOE

Producers LOUISE VESTH & SISSE GRAUM JØRGENSEN

Co-producer LIZETTE JONJIC

Editors MY THORDAL & JANUS BILLESKOV JANSEN

Director of photography MANUEL ALBERTO CLARO, DFF

Line producer MAJ-BRITT PAULMANN

Casters RIE HEDEGAARD & JETTE TERMANN

Gastronomic consultant BO LINDEGAARD

Art director CHARLOTTE SNEDE SØRENSEN

Make up & hair CHRISTINA DAHLIN & HENRIK STEEN

Costume designer ANETTE HVIDT

Composers MIKKEL MALTHA & ANTHONY LLÉDO

Sound designers EDDIE SIMONSEN & MORTEN GREEN

Production designer NIKOLAJ DANIELSEN
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